Directions to the institutes of LMU at Oettingenstr 67, 80538 München:

Due to the few parking spaces (subject to a charge) we recommend a venue by public transportation (for more information see MVV). Parking on the premises is not possible at the moment due to construction works.

By Bus: The bus lines 54 and 154 arrive at the stops Hirschauer Str., or Tivolistr., respectively (see the map). They can be boarded at the stop Giselastraße (connected to the subway lines U3 and U6).

By Tram: Tram line 17 also stops at Tivolistr. – it is connected to the S-Bahn stop Isartor (or, with a longer journey time, directly to Hauptbahnhof) – alternatively, there is another subway connection (Lehel, U4/U5).

By Car: Coming from Mittlerer Ring exit at Tucherpark, take the second street to the right into Tivolistraße, then the second street to the left into Oettingenstraße. There might be a parking space (chargeable); alternatively try the area at Chinesischer Turm (dead end).

The secretariat of the Database Systems Group is located in Room 1.54 (coming from the main entrance go left and proceed the stairs one floor up)